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Sir Curtly Ambrose is one of the most famous cricket players of all time. He is also notorious for his silence. Now, for the first time, Curtly will
tell his story. One of the leading – and most lethal - fast bowlers of all time, Curtly Ambrose played 98 Tests and 176 One Day Internationals
for the West Indies, and for much of his career topped the ICC player rankings. He was an integral part of the iconic West Indies teams of the
late 1980s and early 1990s whilst also bearing witness to their decline throughout the 1990s and beyond. A formidable sportsman, Curtly has
unique insight into the extreme highs and debilitating lows of international cricket. But during his career Curtly Ambrose was notorious for his
silence. He rarely spoke to the media and, if he did, it was usually to rebuff an interview, which earned him the infamous reputation of ‘Curtly
talks to no one!’. In this, his autobiography, Curtly will tell the story of his life with the West Indies team for the very first time. From his
colourful upbringing in Antigua, through to the turbulent politics of both nation and dressing room, the book takes you behind the scenes to
give a fascinating insight into the career of an iconic sportsman. With his customary honesty, Curtly will discuss his relationship with both the
game and his teammates and competitors, and will talk in depth about key moments in his career, including his extraordinary spell against
Australia in 1992, taking 7-1. From the culture of West Indian cricket to experiencing post-Apartheid cricket in South Africa, as well as
touching on his relationship with cricket mogul and notorious financier Allen Stanford, the book will speak to fans of works such as C.L.R.
James’s Beyond a Boundary, as well as fans of cricket and sports biography. It also includes forewords from legendary cricket commentatory
Richie Benaud and Steve Waugh.
Somewhere, behind closed doors, in her solitary world; somewhere, under the sheets with an indifferent lover; somewhere, is a woman who
will not be denied... Trapped for fifteen years in the stranglehold of a dead marriage and soulless household domesticity, the beautiful, fullbodied and passionate Meera Patel depends on her memories and her flights of fancy to soothe the aches that wrack her body; to quieten an
unquenchable need. Until one cataclysmic day in Mumbai, when she finally breaks free... Bold, brazen and defiant, Sita's Curse looks at the
hypocrisy of Indian society and tells the compelling story of a middle-class Indian housewife's urgent need for love, respect, acceptance – and
sexual fulfilment.
Instantly recognized across the world, Volkswagen’s Transporter proved a great success from the day of its launch to the world’s automotive
press in November 1949. Its versatility as a workhorse, people carrier and (albeit unintentionally at first) as a camper, has guaranteed it a
unique place in motoring history, while the desire to own one or more examples of varying ages has resulted in escalating values for surviving
Transporters, and not just the earliest of models. Now the Transporter is the subject of this book and part of the Haynes Great Cars Series,
where stunning studio photography combines with archive material and a narrative covering all the key elements in the history of this
venerable box on wheels.
Guide C: Reference Data contains the basic physical data and calculations which form the crucial part of building services engineer
background reference material. Expanded and updated throughout, the book contains sections on the properties of humid air, water and
steam, on heat transfer, the flow of fluids in pipes and ducts, and fuels and combustion, ending with a comprehensive section on units,
mathematical and miscellaneous data. There are extensive and easy-to-follow tables and graphs. ·Essential reference tool for all professional
building services engineers ·Easy to follow tables and graphs make the data accessible for all professionals ·Provides you with all the
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necessary data to make informed decisions
Rekindle Your Passion for Your Life's Work Don't lead a half-life, Matthew. I'm trying to help you find your passion. When you find your
passion you'll never work again. Of course, you'll probably work extremely hard, but it won't seem like work. Because it is your passion, your
purpose, your reason for being here. Matthew lacks vision and passion in his life. His marriage is on the rocks and his job status is
precarious. Just as he is feeling the lowest he's felt in years, he finds in his mailbox an envelope addressed to him, with no return address
and no stamp. He instantly recognizes the handwriting as that of his history teacher from high school. Matthew has not seen or talked to Mr.
Nevin in thirty years. Why would Matthew get a letter from him now? The first letter from Mr. Nevin arrives just as the problems in Matthew's
personal and business life are reaching a crisis level. Each well-timed letter gives Matthew encouragement and new ways to deal with his life.
After the seventh letter, Matthew sets out to find Mr. Nevin and thank him personally. As the story ends, Matthew discovers that the letters
from Mr. Nevin truly are an extraordinary gift. Success Secrets: Letters to Matthew is a touching story about following your dreams,
overcoming obstacles, and rekindling your passion for life. This book is the perfect companion volume to Richard Webster's immensely
popular Seven Secrets to Success: A Story of Hope.
This title presents the life and career of Hollywood rebel Steve McQueen, with around 100 exclusive interviews from friends and directors to
producers and cinematographers, from editors and co-stars to make-up artists, writers and hairdressers.
From the prizewinning novelist and world-renowned short-story writer, the author of 2008’s universally acclaimed novel Peace (“A brilliant
one-act drama depicting the futility and moral complexity of combat” —The New York Times), eleven indelible new tales that showcase the
electrifying artistry of a master. A husband confronts the power of youth and the inexorable truths of old age. A son sits by his mother’s
bedside determined to give her what she needs in her final days, even though doing so means breaking his own heart. A brief adulterous tryst
illuminates the fragility of our most intimate relations. A young man returns in the face of crisis to the parents he once rejected. A divorced
young woman dealing with slowly increasing despair develops an obsesion about a note that fell from the pocket of a man who came to eat in
the café where she works. A wife whose husband has been shot must weather a terrible snowstorm with her two sons, as well as a storm of
doubt about the extent of his involvement in a crime. Richard Bausch’s stories contend with transfixing themes: marital and familial
estrangement, ways of trespass, the intractable mysteries and frights of daily life in these times, the uncertainty of knowledge and truth, the
gulfs between friends and lovers, the frailty of even the most abiding love—while underlining throughout the persistence of love, the obdurate
forces that connect us. His consummate skill, penetrating wit, and unfailing emotional generosity are on glorious display in this fine new
collection.
This Handbook offers an invaluable and up-to-date resource on this criticial and fascinating World Hertiage site.
This collection gathers together a stellar group of contributors offering innovative perspectives on the issues of language and translation in
postcolonial studies. In a world where bi- and multilingualism have become quite normal, this volume identifies a gap in the critical apparatus
in postcolonial studies in order to read cultural texts emerging out of multilingual contexts. The role of translation and an awareness of the
multilingual spaces in which many postcolonial texts are written are fundamental issues with which postcolonial studies needs to engage in a
far more concerted fashion. The essays in this book by contributors from Australia, New Zealand, Zimbabwe, Cyprus, Malaysia, Quebec,
Ireland, France, Scotland, the US, and Italy outline a pragmatics of language and translation of value to scholars with an interest in the
changing forms of literature and culture in our times. Essay topics include: multilingual textual politics; the benefits of multilingual education in
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postcolonial countries; the language of gender and sexuality in postcolonial literatures; translational cities; postcolonial calligraphy;
globalization and the new digital ecology.
Twenty-three stories from one of science fiction’s up-and-coming stars, Pushcart and Journey Prize-nominated author Rich Larson.
Welcome to the Tomorrow Factory. On your left, post-human hedonists on a distant space station bring diseases back in fashion, two
scavengers find a super-powered parasite under the waves of Sunk Seattle, and a terminally-ill chemist orchestrates an asteroid prison
break. On your right, an alien optometrist spins illusions for irradiated survivors of the apocalypse, a high-tech grifter meets his match in nearfuture Thailand, and two teens use a blackmarket personality mod to get into the year’s wickedest, wildest party. This collection of published
and original fiction by award-winning writer Rich Larson will bring you from a Bujumbura cyberpunk junkyard to the icy depths of Europa, from
the slick streets of future-noir Chicago to a tropical island of sapient robots. You'll explore a mysterious ghost ship in deep space, meet an
android learning to dream, and fend off predatory alien fungi on a combat mission gone wrong. Twenty-three futures, ranging from grimy
cyberpunk to far-flung space opera, are waiting to blow you away. So step inside the Tomorrow Factory, and mind your head.
Stimulating, succinct ,and accessible, this highly successful text offers a truly comprehensive introduction to the study of politics, written from
an international perspective. This third edition of Politics has a new chapter on the mass media and political communication and contains
substantial new material on developments such as the "War on Terror," identity politics and multiculturalism, and state transformation. It also
takes into account throughout of the increasing importance of the global dimension of politics, and features new boxed material on major
thinkers and key concepts.
"Martijn Doolaard traded in the convenience of a car and the distractions of daily life for a cross-continental cycling journey: a biped adventure
from Amsterdam to Singapore. Leaving behind repetitive routines, One Year on a Bike indulges in slow travel, the subtlety of a gradually
changing landscape, and the lessons learned through travelling. Venturing through Eastern European fields of yellow rapeseed to the
intimate hosting culture in Iran, One Year on a Bike is a vivid chronicle of what can happen when the norm is pointedly replaced by
exceptional self-discoveries and beautiful sceneries. Doolaard shares the gear and knowledge that made his trip possible." -- Provided by
publisher.

Experienced Guidance on the Technical Issues of Decommissioning Projects Written by one of the original MARSSIM
authors, Decommissioning Health Physics: A Handbook for MARSSIM Users, Second Edition is the only book to
incorporate all of the requisite technical aspects of planning and executing radiological surveys in support of
decommissioning. Extensively revised and updated, it covers survey instrumentation, detection sensitivity, statistics, dose
modeling, survey procedures, and release criteria. New to the Second Edition Chapter on hot spot assessment that
recognizes appropriate dosimetric significance of hot spots when designing surveys and includes a new approach for
establishing hot spot limits Chapter on the clearance or release of materials, highlighting aspects of the MARSAME
manual Revised chapter on characterization survey design to reflect guidance in ANSI N13.59 on the value of data
quality objectives (DQOs) Updated regulations and guidance documents throughout Updated survey instrumentation
used to support decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) surveys, including expanded coverage of in situ gamma
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spectrometers Revised statistics chapter that includes an introduction to Bayesian statistics and additional double
sampling and ranked set sampling statistical approaches More case studies and examples throughout Implement the
Surveys Effectively and Avoid Common Pitfalls With more than 20 years of experience as a practitioner in the
decommissioning survey field, author Eric W. Abelquist prepares you for the technical challenges associated with
planning and executing MARSSIM surveys. He discusses the application of statistics for survey design and data
reduction and addresses the selection of survey instrumentation and detection sensitivity. He presents final status survey
procedures and covers pathway modeling to translate release criteria to measurable quantities. He also offers solutions
for navigating the complexity inherent in designing and implementing MARSSIM and MARSAME surveys. Detailed
derivations, thorough discussions of technical bases, and real-world examples and case studies illustrate effective
strategies for demonstrating to regulators and stakeholders that contaminated sites can be released for other beneficial
uses.
Hydraulic Machines (Fluid Machinery) has been designed as a textbook for engineering students specializing in
mechanical, civil, electrical, hydraulics, chemical and power engineering. The highlights of the book are simple language
supported by analytical and graphical illustrations. A large number of theory questions and numerical problems with
solution hints have been annexed at the end of every chapter. A large number of objective questions have been included
to help the students opting for competitive examinations. Five case studies based on research have been included which
can be advantageously used by practising engineers pursuing research design and consultancy careers. Complete
design of hydraulic machines has been demonstrated with the help of suitable examples. The book has been divided into
six parts containing 13 chapters.
Known for its unique “Special Topic” chapters and emphasis on everyday health concerns, theFifth Edition of Biology of
Humans: Concepts, Applications, and Issuescontinues to personalize the study of human biology with a conversational
writing style, stunning art, abundant applications, and tools to help you develop critical-thinking skills. The authors give
you a practical and friendly introduction for understanding how their bodies work and for preparing them to navigate
today's world of rapidly expanding—and shifting—health information. Each chapter now opens with new “Did You Know?”
questions that pique your interest with intriguing and little-known facts about the topic that follows. The Fifth Edition also
features a new “Special Topic” chapter (1a) titled “Becoming a Patient: A Major Decision,” which discusses how to
select a doctor and/or a hospital, how to research health conditions, and more.
In The Partnership Charter, psychologist and business mediation expert David Gage offers a comprehensive guide to the
art of establishing and maintaining a business partnership. The centerpiece of his approach is the Partnership Charter, a
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document that clearly outlines the goals, expectations, responsibilities, and relationships of the principals. The charter
identifies potential sources of conflict and how they will be resolved, while addressing such sensitive issues as personal
styles, values, money, and power. Illustrating every principle through engaging stories drawn from Gage's front-line
experience consulting to business partners, as well as interviews with the founding partners of such successful
businesses as Progressive Insurance Company and Manpower, Inc., The Partnership Charter dispels common myths
and presents a practical framework for launching, building, and sustaining a thriving business partnership.
"The twelve stages of healing offers fascinating insights into the complex relationship between mind, emotions, and body,
and show how to promote greater health in our bodies, and harmony in our relationships..."--Back cover.
Respected museum professionals discuss contemporary issues and successful programs, and offer practical guidelines
and information, up-to-date references, and lively illustrations in this wide-ranging volume. Interpreting Historic House
Museums captures the big picture and important details. Its scope and accessbility will make it useful and relevant for
both students and practicing professionals.
I wasn't planning on falling for Ethan Jamison, hell I wasn't planning on our paths ever crossing. He's the most popular
guy at school and a complete player. Me; I'm the perpetual good girl, trying to carry out one last request. But when you
make a promise, how far do you go to see it through? Blair It's a running joke that I'm a terrible liar, if only people knew
the truth. My whole life has been spent making excuses and deflecting questions. I was pretty good at it until Blair
Thomas entered my world. She saw through the mask that everyone is so willing to accept. She makes me want to tell
her all my secrets, but can she promise to keep them? Ethan
A complete course in applied macroeconomics at the intermediate level that emphasizes the application of economic
theory to real-world data and policy.
Shipboard Electrical Power Systems addresses new developments in this growing field. Focused on the trend toward
electrification to power commercial shipping, naval, and passenger vessels, this book helps new or experienced
engineers master cutting-edge methods for power system design, control, protection, and economic use of power.
Provides Basic Transferable Skills for Managing Electrical Power on Ships or on Land This groundbreaking book is the
first volume of its kind to illustrate optimization of all aspects of shipboard electrical power systems. Applying author
Mukund Patel’s rare combination of industrial and educational work experiences and insight, it offers solutions to meet
the increasing demand for large, fast, efficient, and reconfigurable ships to compete in international markets. For 30
years, Professor Patel was an engineer for companies including General Electric, Lockheed Martin, and Westinghouse
Electric, and in the past 15 years he has been an engineering professor at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy. That
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varied experience helped him zero in on the specialized multidimensional knowledge an engineer requires—and that is
what sets his book apart. Compiles Critical, Hard-to-Find Information on Power System Design, Analysis, and Operation
The global shortage of power engineers is not deterring countries from heavily investing in construction of new power
plants and grids. Consequent growth in university electrical power programs is satisfying the demand for engineers, but
novice graduates require accelerated understanding and practical experience before entering the thriving maritime
segment. Ideal for readers with limited electrical experience, wide-ranging coverage includes power system basics,
power generation, electrical machines, power distribution, batteries, and marine industry standards. This book is an
invaluable tool for engineers working on ships, as well as in ports, industrial power plants, refineries, and other similar
environments.
King Solomon transformed the tiny tribal nation of Israel into an economic and military superpower. His brilliance as an
international financier made Israel the wealthiest nation of the ancient world. And he did it with integrity. Solomon left us
twenty-eight profound leadership strategies--as valid today as when the proverbs were written. The same extraordinary
wisdom that transformed Solomon's world can revolutionize every aspect of leadership--from assembling a cohesive
team to managing a crisis--for any CEO, manager, pastor, coach, military strategist, or government leader. Pat Williams,
senior vice president of the Orlando Magic, uses time-honored principles, real-life stories, and compelling takeaways to
apply Solomon's ancient insights to the high-speed world in which we live today.
'A brilliant Arab-Western examination.Written with pace, detail, and a host of witnesses and sources' Sunday Tribune
A life-changing guide to achieving your goals, by the 2013 NCAA champion college basketball coach and #1 New York
Times bestselling author. Rick Pitino is famous as one of the most dynamic and successful basketball coaches of our
time, leading the University of Louisville Cardinals to the NCAA basketball championship in 2013, and is renowned for
writing the #1 New York Times bestselling success and leadership book, Success is a Choice. In his new book, The OneDay Contract, Pitino details his key to success, on the court and in life: to focus on making the most of each day, by
creating a contract with yourself. Coach Pitino was able to turn Louisville into NCAA champions by applying this idea to
everything he and the team did-every practice, every recruiting visit, every game preparation, every scouting report,
every instruction that he gave players and coaches, and everything he did himself. Each day became just as important as
reaching the national championship, and so, by honoring the one-day contract, he and Louisville moved through
adversity toward their goal. In this inspiring and practical guide, Coach Rick Pitino illustrates how to set your own one-day
contract, and follow through to honor it for each day, each goal, and each interaction with another person. Pitino shows
how to: - Establish focus as a discipline in everything you do: planning, strategy, priorities, and career advancement. Page 6/7
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Discover the true key to success: not ambition, not wealth, not power, but humility. - Use technology wisely-but don't let it
replace personal connection with the people you work and live with. - Own up to your problems, tell the truth and they will
become part of your past. Lie and they become part of your future. - Make small changes and add value to every minute
of your life. The One-Day Contract will reshape the way you approach your job, your goals, and your life.
The Philadelphia Phillies franchise has been providing thrills and chills for its faithful fanatics for more than 125
years---with the 2008 World Series victory providing the ultimate high for the team and its city. The Phillies have boasted
great legends of the game, including sluggers like Chuck Klein, Richie Ashburn, Mike Schmidt, and Ryan Howard;
beloved characters like Tug McGraw, Lenny Dykstra, and John Kruk; and stellar hurlers from Pete Alexander to Robin
Roberts to Steve Carlton to Cole Hamels. The team has left its fans alternately inspired and frustrated, while forever
retaining their loyalty and passion through more than a century of baseball. Philadelphia Phillies Past & Present offers a
richly illustrated tour of the players, managers, ballparks, and moments that have defined the Phillies of the past and of
the present.
Richie Adubato--one of basketball's most colorful characters and storytellers--chronicles his life in the game, from New
Jersey high schools to head coach in both the NBA and the WNBA.
Draws on intellectual interviews to assess the life and work of the iconic filmmaker, providing coverage of such topics as
his youth in mid-20th-century Little Italy, his lesser-known films and his semi-autobiographical works. By the awardwinning author of The Disney Version.
Misaki gets the help of a tutor, Akihiro Usami, a famous boys' love novelist, as he studies to pass his college entrance
exams, and despite Misaki's initial disgust for his tutor, he feels a growing attraction to the older man.
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